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In this Sesame Street Little Golden Book, Elmo tells in a rollicking, rap-like rhyme how everybody
has something special to care about. And Elmo reminds his readers that, yes, "Elmo loves you!"
Though this humor-laced poem is a natural for Valentine's Day, toddlers will love it year-round.
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This book is adorable. My 2 year old loves Elmo and we read it over and over again. The poem has
a great rythm and keeps repeating "Elmo loves you!" which always makes him smile. I also like that
it includes all of the common Sesame Street characters, with Elmo on each page. The book talks
about the things each character loves, which are things most toddlers love: noise, toys, books.

This is a must have for any Elmo lover. Such a sweet, bright, cheery and colorful book with the
same warm cuddly feelings you always get from Elmo - fabulous book! I'm buying another one for
my neice (hope my sister isn't reading this:) This book is a poem all about how Elmo Love you and
mine and my son's favorite part is at the end when Elmo ask's if you will be his valentine and will
you give Elmo a kiss. Before I can say the word kiss, my son grabs the book and kisses Elmo - to

die for, PRECIOUS! BUY IT!!!!!!!

This cute little board book was quick to become a favorite in our ELMO-LOVING household. Filled
with scenes of the Sesame Street gang in familiar settings, your child will love hearing you read the
simple rhymes on each page, i.e., "Bert loves pigeons, and pigeons love to coo. Can you guess who
Elmo loves? Elmo loves you!"The story explains how everyone and everything loves something,
from babies loving noise and toys, to penguins loving the snow. The adorable pages will come to life
and you'll find your child returning to this book just to pick out all their favorite things like Big Bird
and Grover in the swimming pool, Ernie playing the drums, and other favorite characters shopping
with Mommy in the grocery store.This book was mainly advertised in book stores for Valentine's
Day, but it really is appropriate any time, teaching children about love all year round.

My two year old loves everything Elmo and this book is no exception. Every night she points at my
Fire and says Elmo to read the book. She loves turning the pages and the colors are beautiful on
the Fire. She loves to point out Elmo on the pages.

My 2 year old daughter is absolutely in love with this book, carries it everywhere and calls it the
Elmo Pink Book. (There is also a yellow one and a green one!) She is very engaged by the pictures
and asks "Who Dat?" and responds at the end of the book by giving Elmo a kiss.

This is such a cute little book. Perfect for a Valentine's gift for a little one.A Elmo Fan Must Have!!!

I usually laugh at reviews that take children's books so seriously, but after having to read books to
my kid countless times, I get it! This book is a good length for a young toddler, but I have a few
complaints: the rhyme scheme is awkward and doesn't flow, so it feels clunky. Also, if you buy this
book for your kid who is obsessed with Elmo, you will run into the second problem I have: he's not
on every page, so my little one cries, "Elmo!" and tries to flip ahead to the pages where he comes
back in the action. For these reasons, I cringe when she grabs it. You've been warned! Oh, and it is
totally a Valentine's Day book, which is not obvious from the cover.

This book arrived just in time for Valentine's day for my son! Of all the books that he has at his
disposal, he consistently reaches for this one! Maybe it is the bright red color or his beloved Elmo on
the cover. Whatever it is, it has gotten a hold on him. I read it to him (he is 15 months old) every day

and get a huge smile and hand-clapping when I am finished. We love you too Elmo!
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